


Overview 

•  Introduce two installations  

•  Discuss the creative process that led to these 
installations 

•  How does this work relate to other visual art 
works exploring neuroscience topics 

•  Do painters, sculptors and architects think 
differently about space?  
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In 2009-10 we developed an installation to explore some of the phenomenological and biological di!erences associated with 
subjective experiences and representations of pattern completion and memory fragmentation. The installation applied these 
processes to the recollection of speci"c types of place, using sound recordings and photographic sequences captured in forests as 
catalysts for the staging of associative memories and perceptions. In the installation fragmented images and sounds are shu#ed and 
projected into constellations of suspended glass spheres, their arrangement determined by an auto-associative algorithm based on 
the processes that are thought to underlie pattern completion.
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The plasticity of the installation echoes both the temporal instantiation of memory patterns within the synapses in the brain, 
and the ephemeral and !eeting nature of our memories. The spatialised pockets of images and sounds in our installation echo 
the anatomical arrangement of these networks of cells within the hippocampus. The installation re!ects the idea that individual 
memories may sit in di"erent regions of the hippocampus and that their positions may shift or alter over the course of our lives.
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[t284 = 9.05, P < 0.0001]. Thus, there was a high degree of
periodicity in the firing patterns of the cells, reflecting the self-
similarity of the compartments.

Rate remapping analysis. Although the spatial patterns of
firing were similar across compartments, place cells are
sometimes known to exhibit a phenomenon known as “rate
remapping” in which the firing rate rises or falls in response to
a change in environment (Hayman et al. 2003; Leutgeb et al.
2005). We saw several examples of what looked like possible
rate remapping (Fig. 4) and so undertook a statistical analysis
of whether there might be something like a rate code for
compartment identity. We did this in 3 ways: first, by using a
neighborhood analysis to look for progressive rate changes
across the compartments; second, by looking at an ensemble
of simultaneously recorded cells to see whether the pattern of
firing rates carried any information about compartment
identity; and third by examining the stability of rank-ordered
compartment peak-rates between baseline sessions.

In the first—neighborhood—analysis, we assigned neigh-
borhood relations to the compartments as follows: any com-
partments adjacent to the peak were labeled “1,” any that were
next-but-one were labeled “2” and any that were 2 compart-
ments away (for the subset of cells with peak fields in an end
compartment) were labeled “3.” For cells in which there were 2
compartments occupying the “1” position, these values were
averaged. We then analyzed firing rates as a function of this
ordinal distance from the peak-rate compartment for both first
day and last day of recording (see Fig. 6A). A 2-factor (day and
compartment distance) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a

main effect of compartment distance [F2,64 = 15.1, P < 0.001,
but no main effect of day or significant interaction. Unsurpris-
ingly, for both first and last day, post hoc t-tests revealed sig-
nificant differences in rate when the peak compartment was
compared with compartments at a distance of 1 (P < 0.05,
Cohen’s d for first day = 0.64, Cohen’s d for last day = 0.55), 2
(P < 0.05, Cohen’s d for first day = 0.77, Cohen’s d for last
day = 0.76), or 3 compartments from the peak (P < 0.05,
Cohen’s d for first day = 0.79, Cohen’s d for last day = 0.63).
However, no other post hoc tests were significant (maximum
Cohen’s d = 0.22, 1 vs. 2 on last day). Thus, our neighborhood
analysis provided no evidence of any modulation of peak rates
by distance beyond the peak compartment.

In our second analysis, we undertook an ensemble analysis
of rate coding. Although there was not a large systematic
change across the compartments, it is possible that there are
subtle consistencies in compartment-specific firing rate distri-
butions that could amount to a rate code for compartment
identity, even though this was not obvious by eye. We investi-
gated this by taking the biggest simultaneously recorded en-
semble of cells in our dataset (n = 15) and using information
about the firing to reconstruct the rat’s position, using the
population vector analysis described in the Materials and
Methods section. In brief, this process works by initially deter-
mining the unique firing rate pattern of the ensemble for each
bin in the environment (the vector of firing rates) and then
using it to predict the position of the rat based on the momen-
tary firing rate pattern in the ensemble at each time step. If
compartment-specific information is contained within the
firing rates, then it should matter whether the compartments
are in their usual order or whether the bins in the firing rate
map are swapped between compartments.

Reconstructed position was compared against actual position
separately for the X-dimension, which is the long axis of the
environment (parallel to the corridor), and the Y-dimension.
The errors were compared between the raw data and the same
data in which compartment identity was rendered irrelevant,
either by collapsing the 4 compartments into 1 (Fig. 6B) or by
swapping homologous bins between compartments so as to
lose compartment-identity information while retaining intra-
compartment positional information (Fig. 6C). An ANOVA re-
vealed main effects of dimension [F1,3845 = 56.0, P < 0.0001] and
of collapsing the compartments [F1,20910 = 305, P < 0.0001], but
no main effect of swapping the pixel identities. For the raw data
alone, errors in the X-dimension were on average 20.18 ± 0.86
bins, considerably greater than in the Y-dimension at 8.57 ± 0.51
bins [t225 = 11.30 P < 0.0001], as would be expected given the
high degree of field repetition across compartments and the
consequent ambiguity about where the rat was. However, when
the compartments were collapsed into one, X-errors actually
became slightly smaller (3.44 ± 0.18) than Y-errors (8.26 ± 0.18
bins), a difference that was highly significant [t225 = 15.73
P < 0.0001] and likely reflects the smaller size of the compart-
ment in the X-dimension (30 cm) than the Y-dimension (40 cm).

The bin-swapping procedure had the effect of rendering
compartment-specific information irrelevant, and was under-
taken to see whether there was any such information present,
implicitly, in the raw data. In the swapped dataset, X-errors ex-
ceeded Y-errors by a considerable amount (19.84 ± 0.06 bins
for X and 5.00 ± 0.25 bins for Y) that was significant
[t736 = 22.65 P < 0.0001]. There was no significant difference
between X-errors in the swapped dataset and X-errors in the

Figure 4. Intense activity around the doorways in 9 cells (plotted as for Fig. 3).
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Development	  drawings	  by	  Be5na	  Vismann	  





Lillipu9an	  Delusions	  

Alice	  in	  wonderland	  syndrome	  







Mapping the space 

The map stretches 

Re-mapping the space 

Un-anchoring from the space 
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Pattern Completion
Representation of the installation
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The topological images used in the installation capture natural patterns in the environment and represent events that take place 
alongside them. The sequences record one-point perspectives, using pathways and clearings to create images that direct attention 
and anticipate narrative. The animated scenes we used are unreal, fabricated, staged, their component parts constructed from 
manipulated overlapping photographs. The di!erent phases of movement and the intervals between them heighten our sense of 
the passing of time, interrupting perception and representation.







Pattern Completion
Preliminary Photographs



The sound and image sequences intimate the forest’s complex mythological make-up, from its dark, nightmarish aspects to its 
tranquil and protecting qualities. Recordings made at di!erent heights and perspectives and at di!erent times of the day and night, 
are used to explore ways our memories, thoughts and feelings change over time.
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The topological images used in the installation capture natural patterns in the environment and represent events that take place 
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In the installation scenes are projected in fragments into an arrangement of glass spheres. Sounds and images are shu!ed between 
the spheres so that compositions that initially appear jumbled gradually come together into coherent audio-visual scenes. Meta data 
identifying each scene and the way it has been fragmented is embedded in the sound and image sequences. The data is used with a 
self-organising map* to determine the ways in which the sounds and images are projected into the installation.

* Robin Meier, jit.robosom MaxMSP/Jitter object, 2004
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Two	  Pyramidals	  -‐	  	  Greg	  Dunn	  	  	  



Signals pulsing between connections in the hippocampus take information from the physicality of a situation: sound, sight and so 
on. The brain cells get excited by these sights and sounds re-emerging in our memory. A name in itself reverberating in your brain 
can summon up a sight or a sound of a person. Memories can be incredibly faulty and we often add to these by taking on board 
other perspectives and contexts.



Magic	  Forest	  –	  2002	  –	  Andrew	  Carnie	  (science	  museum	  London)	  



Brainbow	  Mouse	  Hippocampus	  



Winning image from the Wellcome Trust Biomedical 
Image Award in 2003 (Mark Lythgoe and Chloe Hutton). 
Novartis / Daily Telegraph award 2003 



Expecta9on	  
confirma9on	  

Spiers and Maguire 2007 
Trends in Cognitive Sciences 





Head	  Ache	  –	  Helen	  Pynor	  2008	  	  



My soul in your hands  
Katherine Dowson 2007 



Blind light 
Antony Gormley 2007 



Science	  Museum/Gallery	  

Art	  Museum/Gallery	  

Driven	  by	  Scien9fic	  
Discoveries/ideas	  

Driven	  by	  human	  
experience	  
/	  concepts	  in	  the	  
humani9es	  
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a	   b	   c	  

Image-‐Ques-on	  Task	  
1. Could	  you	  please	  describe	  the	  environment	  that	  you	  see	  in	  this	  picture?	  
2. How	  would	  you	  explore	  the	  space	  in	  this	  image,	  where	  would	  you	  go?	  
3. If	  you	  were	  given	  the	  chance,	  how	  would	  you	  change	  the	  environment	  in	  this	  image?	  

Final	  Ques-on	  
	  
4.  A	  final	  ques9on,	  what	  is	  space	  for	  you?	  

Cogni9ve	  Discourse	  Analysis	  
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Conclusions	  
•  Certain words/phrases can be used to distinguish between 

the spatial practioners and non-practioners (e.g. ‘the end’) 

•  Painters switch between a 3D movement through the space 
and a 2D or layered approach to considering the space 
depicted 

•  Architects focus less on the 2D properties and more on the 
materiality of  the content 

•  Sculptors are generally similar to architects but present a 
pattern half-way between architects and sculptors 



Summing	  Up	  

•  Neuroscien9sts	  should	  engage	  researchers	  in	  
the	  visual	  arts	  

	  
•  The	  arts	  gain	  from	  a	  broader	  range	  of	  ideas	  to	  
explore	  

•  Scien9sts	  gain	  from	  the	  broadening	  of	  
experience	  
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